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We present the spin quantum Otto machine under different optimization criterion when function
either as a heat engine or a refrigerator. We examine the optimal performance of the heat engine
and refrigerator depending on their efficiency, output power and maximum entropy production. For
heat engine case, we obtain the expression for the upper and lower bounds efficiencies at maximum
power and maximum ecological function. In addition, the spin quantum Otto refrigerator coefficient
of performance is optimized for three different criterion – cooling power, product of performance and
power and ecological function. We further study the dimensionless power loss to the cold reservoir
when the machine is operating as a heat engine as well as its counterpart for the refrigerator case.
We find that the maximum operation of the heat engine (refrigerator) cycle is when optimized with
respect to hot (cold) reservoir frequency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heat engines and refrigerators are two main classes of
the thermal machines that are important in our daily life.
Heat engine converts the heat energy into the mechan-
ical work, while the refrigerator absorb the heat energy
from the lower temperature bath and dump it into the
higher temperature bath via the external work. Based
on the second law of thermodynamics, the maximum
efficiency of a traditional reversible and cyclic heat en-
gine pioneered by Sadi Carnot is ηC = 1 − Tc/Th, where
Tc and Th are temperatures of the cold and hot reser-
voir respectively [1]. The refrigerator is functioning as
heat engine inverse and the associated maximum coef-
ficient of performance (COP) is C = Tc/(Th − Tc) [1].
However, the Carnot efficiency (COP) is reached only
when the heat engine (refrigerator) is infinitely slowly
operated to satisfy reversibility. For practical purposes
in thermodynamics, engineering and biochemistry; it is
important to understand the thermodynamics optimiza-
tion of irreversible thermal machines for best perfor-
mance/efficiency [2].
In particular, for heat engines, the efficiency at max-
imum power has been studied extensively and mainly
characterized by the Curzon-Ahlborn efficiency ηCA =
1−√1− ηC = ηC/2 +η2C/8 +η3C/16 + 5η4C/128 +O
(
η5C
)
[2–5]. Although, the maximum power maximization
counterpart of refrigerator is not straightforward, the
COP at maximum cooling power of low-dissipation re-
frigerators is mp=C/(2+C) [6, 7]. In addition, another
meaningful figure of merit to characterize a refrigerator is
the product of the COP and the cooling power of the re-
frigerator, the COP at maximum χ figure of merit, YC=√
1 + C − 1=C/2− 2C/8 + 3C/16− 54C/128 +O
(
5C
)
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[8–10]. Besides the maximum efficiency and maximum
power criteria, Angulo-Brown proposed the ecological op-
timization criterion of heat engines which take into ac-
count the trade-off between the high power output and
the power loss due to entropy production, the Angulo-
Brown efficiency ηAB = 3ηC/4 + η
2
C/32 + 3η
3
C/128 +
37η4C/2048 +O
(
η5C
)
[11, 12].
Following the pioneering work of Scovil-Schulz-DuBois
on a three-level maser heat engine [13], there has been
progress in the development of quantum thermal ma-
chines [14–44]. These studies have investigated quan-
tum version of the most classical thermodynamics cy-
cles, such as; Carnot, Otto, Diesel and Brayton. The
working substances considered are two-level atomic sys-
tem [22], harmonic oscillator [18, 31], many-body systems
[45], among others [20, 23–25, 27, 46, 47]. Moreover, re-
cent time, there has been tremendous success in minia-
turization of thermal engines [48–50] and refrigerator [51]
down to nanoscale as well as those operating in quantum
regime [52, 53].
However, due to the increasing needs of energy
consumption, resource availability, and environmental
impact, the optimization of these real thermal en-
gines/refrigerators are very desirable [54, 55]. Hernandez
et. al. put forward a unified criterion for energy convert-
ers that is laying between those of maximum efficiency
and maximum useful energy [56]. The ecological crite-
rion for the heat engines is EH = W˙ − Tc S˙tot while for
the refrigerator, it is ER=Q˙out−CThS˙tot, where the dot
(hereafter) is the time derivative with respect to the to-
tal cycle time, W is the total work done, Qout is the heat
output, and Stot is the total entropy production [56].
In this work we study the optimal performance of the
two-level Otto engine/refrigerator from the viewpoint of
the efficiency, power and entropy production. This model
of the spin quantum heat engine is recently implemented
using the nuclear magnetic resonance setup [53]. More-
over, we study the power associated with optimal perfor-
mance of the Otto cycle at different type of optimizations.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a quantum Otto cycle constructed from
the two-level system. The thermodynamic cycle consists of
two adiabatic processes (Wexp and Wcomp) and two isochoric
processes (Qin and Qout).
Then, calculated the fractional power lost/dump of the
engine/refrigerator cycle due to the entropy production.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
section II we present the two-level atomic system ther-
modynamic quantities and the Otto cycle model. In Sec-
tion III we present the analysis of Otto cycle when func-
tioning as a heat engine. Then, the optimal efficiencies
are computed for two different optimization criterions,
namely the efficiency at maximum power (Section III A)
and ecological function (Section III B). We examine the
refrigerator performance of Otto cycle for three different
optimization in Section IV and in Section V we present
our conclusions.
II. THERMODYNAMICS OF TWO-LEVEL
QUANTUM OTTO CYCLE
Let first discuss the thermodynamics of a quantum sys-
tem. The average internal energy of a quantum system
with discrete energy levels is U =
∑
nEnpn where En
are the energy of the n-state/level and pn are the cor-
responding occupation probabilities. From an infinitesi-
mally change in energy
dU =
∑
n
(Endpn + pndEn) (1)
we can distinguish the infinitesimal work done dW =∑
n dEnpn and the heat dQ=
∑
nEndpn. Thus, Eq. (1)
can be seen as an expression of the first law of thermo-
dynamics, dU=dQ+ dW .
We now consider a quantum Otto cycle whose work-
ing substance is a two-level system [16–18, 44, 57], see
the pictorial representation in the Fig. (1). Specifi-
cally, for a two-level system described by the Hamilto-
nian H = −~ωtσz, where ~ is the Planck constant, ωt
is the external controlled angular frequency and σz is
the z-component Pauli matrix. The associated occupa-
tion probabilities are given by pi±=exp(±βi~ωi)/Zi and
the partition function is Z = exp(β~ωi) + exp(−βi~ωi),
where i = c/h denotes the low/high angular frequency,
βi = 1/kBTi is the inverse temperature and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. The Otto cycle consists of two adi-
abatic branches where the external field ωt varies with its
energy-level structure and the two isochoric branches de-
scribes the working medium in contact with the cold/hot
bath at constant control field ω. The four-stroke stages
of the cycle are (~=1);
(i) adiabatic expansion – the two-level system initially
prepared at frequency ωc undergoes a unitary evolution
to reach a higher angular frequency ωh > ωc. The occu-
pation probabilities for the two states remain unchanged
according to the quantum adiabatic theorem [58]. The
work done during the expansion is given as
Wexp = p
c
+(ωh − ωc)− pc−(ωh − ωc). (2)
(ii) isochoric heating – in this stage, the quantum system
is coupled to the equilibrium hot thermal bath until it
reaches the steady state at a constant angular frequency
ωh. The work done during this process is zero and the
corresponding heat input is given as
Qin = −(ωh(ph+ − pc−)− ωh(ph− − pc−)),
Qin = ωh (tanh (βcωc)− tanh (βhωh)) . (3)
(iii) adiabatic compression – the quantum system is iso-
lated and the frequency varied from ωh to ωc at constant
occupation probability. Similar to the expansion stage,
no heat is added and the work done during the adiabatic
compression is
Wcomp = p
h
+(ωc − ωh)− ph−(ωc − ωh). (4)
(iv) isochoric cooling step – the two-level quantum sys-
tem is coupled to the cold thermal bath temperature
characterized by βc. The amount of heat discarded by
the quantum system during this thermalization process
reads
Qout = −
(
ωc
(
pc+ − ph+
)− ωc (pc− − ph−)) ,
= −ωc (tanh (βcωc)− tanh (βhωh)) . (5)
For a complete cycle, the total work done becomes
W = −(Wexp +Wcomp)
= − (ωh − ωc) [tanh (βcωc)− tanh (βhωh)] . (6)
Thus, based on the first law of thermodynamics the
amount of work W produced by the engine or required
by the refrigerator for any given cycle is
W = −(Qc +Qh). (7)
In addition, an upper bound to the machine (en-
gine/refrigerator) performance follows from the second
law of thermodynamics, which states that the total
entropy production of a cyclic thermal device is non-
negative,
Stot = −βhQh − βcQc. (8)
3In high-temperature limit, the total work done and heat
input/output for a cycle can be written as
W = − (ωh − ωc) (βcωc − βhωh) , (9)
Qin = ωh (βcωc − βhωh) , (10)
Qout = −ωc (βcωc − βhωh) . (11)
In the rest of the paper, without lost generality, we
will focus on the Otto cycle/machine operation at high-
temperature limit.
III. TWO-LEVEL OTTO HEAT ENGINE
In this section, we will analyze the optimal perfor-
mance of the two-level Otto heat engine using two differ-
ent type of optimizations – efficiency at maximum power
and ecological function. Moreover, we study their frac-
tional power loss and compare their maximum output
power. For the cycle to function as heat engine, the total
work done W > 0. The efficiency of the quantum Otto
heat engine is
ηO = − W
Qin
= 1− ωc
ωh
. (12)
The engine efficiency depends on their initial and final
frequencies. Based on the positivity of the total work
done, W ≥ 0 which leads to the bound 1 ≤ ωh/ωc ≤
βc/βh, that is ηC≥ηO. Alternatively, combining Eqs. (7)
and (8), ηC≥ηO. However, the maximum efficiency cor-
responds to zero output power, P (i.e. total work done,
W per cycle time τ) and occur when ωc/ωh=Tc/Th.
A. Efficiency at maximum power
Now we will optimize the power output of the heat
engine cycle with respect to ωh for fixed temperatures,
cold frequency ωc and cycle time. The resulting optimal
frequency ratio, ωc/ωh = 2βh/(βc + βh) with the corre-
sponding efficiency and power are;
η∗ωh =
ηC
2− ηC (13)
P ∗ωh =
βcω
2
cη
2
C
4(1− ηC)τ . (14)
Expanding the efficiency in terms of ηC , we have
η∗ωh =
ηC
2
+
η2C
4
+
η3C
8
+
η4C
16
+O (η5C) . (15)
The smaller values of the ηC , the first term of Eq. 15
equals the ηCA and it is plotted in Fig. 2. We observe that
increasing values of ηC gives optimal efficiency greater
than the ηCA. At this point, it is worthy to mention that
the high-temperature limit efficiency at maximum power
of a harmonic oscillator working medium is ηCA [18].
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FIG. 2. The Otto engine efficiency as a function of Carnot
efficiency. The red (dashed) line is the efficiency at maximum
work when optimized with ωc (Eq. 16) while the red (light-
dashed) line correspond to optimizing with ωh (Eq. 13). The
blue (dotted dashed) line shows the efficiency at ωc maxi-
mum ecological function (Eq. 22) while the blue (light-dotted
dashed) line is when the ecological function optimize with ωh
(Eq. 19). The black solid line is the Carnot efficiency ηC ,
the gray light solid line is the Curzon-Alhborn efficiency ηCA,
while the green dashing line is the Angulo-Brown efficiency
ηAB .
On the other hand, when we optimize the power out-
put with respect to ωc at fixed temperatures, ωh and
cycle time, the optimal frequency ratio is ωc/ωh= (βc +
βh)/2βc. The corresponding efficiency and power are
η∗ωc = ηC/2, (16)
P ∗ =
βc η
2
C ω
2
h
4 τ
. (17)
Equation (16) matches with the first term of ηCA and
illustrated in Fig. 2. In general, the efficiency at maxi-
mum power is bounded as; η∗ωc ≤ η∗ ≤ η∗ωh . We also note
that the present results almost agree well with the CA
efficiency even for ηC up to 0.3, at which the evident de-
viation of the present result from the CA efficiency starts
to appear.
B. Efficiency at maximum ecological function
Let us consider the optimization of efficiency based on
the ecological function with respect to the frequencies. In
fixed cycle time, the ecological function defined as EH =
W˙ − Tc S˙tot [56], in high-temperature limit reads
EH =− (βcωc − βhωh) (ωhηC − 2ωh + 2ωc) . (18)
We now optimize the ecological function, Eq. (18), with
respect to ωh to obtain the optimal frequency ratio as
ωc/ωh = 2βh(ηC − 2)/(βc(ηC − 2) − 2βh). The corre-
4sponding efficiency and power reads
ηEωh =
ηC (2ηC − 3)
3ηC − 4 , (19)
PEωh =
3βc ω
2
c η
2
C (2ηc + 1)
4 τ (ηC + 2)
2
(ηC − 1)
. (20)
The expansion of the efficiency (Eq. 19) is
ηEωh =
3ηC
4
+
η2C
16
+
3η3C
64
+
9η4C
256
+O (η5C) . (21)
From Eq. (21), the first term is the same with the Angulo-
Brown efficiency ηAB . It means that the for the small
values of the ηC , both efficiencies match with each other
as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Then optimizing the ecological function with respect
to ωc, the resulting optimal frequency ratio ωc/ωh =
[βc (1− ηC/2) + βh] /2βc. The corresponding efficiency
and power are
ηEωc =
3ηC
4
, (22)
PEωc =
3βc η
2
C ω
2
h
16 τ
. (23)
From the Fig. 2, we can see that the efficiency at
maximum ecological function is higher than the efficiency
at maximum power. The optimization with the ωh gives
the better results than the ωc. At the lower values of the
ηC , the both efficiencies at the the maximum ecological
function matches with the Angulo-Brown efficiency ηAB ,
while both the efficiencies at maximum power matches
with the Curzon-Ahlborn efficiency ηCA. Likewise, the
efficiency at maximum ecological function is bounded as;
ηEωc ≤ ηE ≤ ηEωh . We remark that the resulting power
for the optimization of maximum power and ecological
function with respect to ωh is the same for βc = ωc = 1
while P ∗ωc ≥ PEωc for βc=ωh=1.
C. Fractional power loss
To better understand the different between the two ef-
ficiency optimization criterion in the Sections. III A and
III B, we evaluate the ratio of power loss due to total
entropy production (total entropy per unit time) to ac-
tual power output. Defining the power lost in terms
of entropy production reads Plost = TcS˙tot [11], where
S˙tot = −Q˙c/Tc − Q˙h/Th. Using the definition of power
P =−W˙ = Q˙in + Q˙out and the efficiency η=−W/Qin =
P/Q˙in, the power loss reads
Ploss =
P
η
(ηC − η) . (24)
Thus, the ratio of power loss to maximum power output
can be written as
R =
Ploss
P
=
(
ηC
ηmax
− 1
)
. (25)
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FIG. 3. The dimensionless power loss with environmental
temperature as a function of Carnot efficiency for different
optimizations. The red (dashed) line corresponds to the max-
imum power optimization while the blue (dotted dashed) is
the ecological function optimization.
Equation (25) quantifies the lost associated with the
maximum efficiency ηmax for any optimization criterion.
For the case of power optimization with respect to ωh,
the fractional power loss for maximum power and ecolog-
ical function respectively are
R∗ωh =1− ηC , REFωh =
ηC − 1
2ηC − 3 . (26)
Similarly, the optimization of power with respect to ωc,
we have
R∗ωc =1, R
EF
ωc =1/3. (27)
Figure 3 illustrate the fractional power loss as a function
of temperature. We observe that the fractional power
loss remains constant for optimization with ωc, while it
decreases with ηC , when optimized with ωh.
In addition, the ratio of the heat engine maximum
power and the power associated to maximum ecological
function when optimised with ωh reads P
∗
ωh
/PEωh =(ηC −
2)2/(3 − 2ηC). On the other hand, the ratio when opti-
mised with respect to ωc is constant, i.e P
∗
ωc/P
E
ωc = 4/3.
Thus, it is clear that the ratio remains constant, when it
is optimized with the ωc, while the ratio decreases as we
increase the ηC , when we optimize it with ωh
IV. TWO-LEVEL OTTO REFRIGERATOR
Here, we present the analysis of the optimal perfor-
mance of two level Otto refrigerator for two different op-
timizations. The main purpose of a refrigerator is to
extract maximum possible of heat from the cold bath by
performing a minimum amount of work.The Otto refrig-
erator coefficient of performance (COP) is defined as the
ratio of output heat Qout to the total work done W per
cycle,
O =
Qout
W
=
ω1
ω2 − ω1 . (28)
5An Otto cycle functions as a refrigerator when the output
heat is greater than zero. Based on the total entropy
production for one complete cycle and the first law of
thermodynamics, it can easily be shown that O ≤ C.
Another important quantity describing a refrigerator is
cooling power, Pc, defined as heat extracted from the
cold bath per cycle over the cycle duration,
Pc = Qout/τ. (29)
For practical interest, we always have to find a compro-
mise between cooling power and COP. However, it has
been known that the optimization of refrigerator at max-
imum cooling power does not result to counterpart of ef-
ficiency at maximum power [6]. Toma´s et. al. proposed
a unified optimization figure of merit as product of COP
and cooling power of a refrigerator [59]. In what follows,
we study refrigerator performance for three different op-
timization criterion.
A. Optimization of the cooling power
Here, we find the maximum COP for a given cooling
power. Maximizing the cooling power at constant cycle
time with respect to ωc gives the optimal cold frequency
ω∗=βhωh/2βc and the corresponding performance quan-
tities as,
mp=
c
2 + c
, (30)
Pmpc =
βhCω
2
h
4τ(1 + C)
. (31)
The Taylor’s expansion of the COP is
mp=
c
2
− 
2
c
4
+
3c
8
− 
4
c
16
+O (5c) (32)
The mp, Eq. (30), is the same as the result obtained
recently for Carnot-type low-dissipation refrigerators in
the reversible limit [6, 7]. We see that the lower values of
performance at the maximum cooling power is similar to
the result of Yan-Chen [8, 9]. We remark that optimiza-
tion with respect to ωh leads to no physical results.
B. Performance at maximum χ figure of merit
Now let consider the unified figure of merit χ=Qout/τ
defined as the product of the coefficient of performance 
and the cooling power of the refrigerator [10, 59]. Opti-
mizing the χ with respect to ωc in the high-temperature
limit gives the optimal frequency ratio,
ωc
ωh
=
−√9β2c − 10βcβh + β2h + 3βc + βh
4βc
. (33)
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FIG. 4. Coefficient of performance at different maximum op-
timization for the Otto refrigeration cycle as a function of
the Carnot coefficient of performance C. The red (dashed)
line shows the maximum cooling power case (Eq. 30), the
green (dotted-dashed) line shows the χ figure of merit case
(Eq. 34), the blue (dotted) line shows the ecological function
case (Eq. 38) when maximised with ωc, while the blue (dot-
ted) tiny line is when ecological function is maximised with
respect to ωh. The black solid line is the Carnot coefficient
of performance while the gray (large dashing) line is the Yan-
Chen coefficient of performance, YC.
The associated COP at maximum χ and cooling power
are;
χ=1/2(−3 +
√
(9 + 8C)), (34)
Pχc =βh
[
(3 + 2C)
√
9 + 8C − (9 + 10C)
]
ω2h
8τC(1 + C)
. (35)
Similar to optimization at maximum cooling power, the
COP can be express in the form of Yan-Chen COP [8].
C. COP at maximum ecological function
We now evaluate the COP at maximum ecological
function, ER= Q˙out − CThS˙tot. The ecological function
of the two-level Otto refrigeration cycle in high temper-
ature limit becomes
ER =
(βhωh − βcωc) (βcωcC + βh (ωc − ωhC))
βh
. (36)
First, optimizing the ecological function of the Otto re-
frigerator with respect to ωh at fixed temperatures, ωc
and cycle time, we have ωh= (βhωc + 2βcωcC)/(2βhC)
and the resulting COP and cooling power are
Eωh = 2C/3, P
E
c (ωh) =
βhω
2
c
2τC
. (37)
Alternatively, optimizing with respect to ωc, the opti-
mal frequency ωc=βhωh (βh + 2βcC) /(2βc (βh + βcC))
6Pcmp
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FIG. 5. Cooling power at different maximum optimization for
the Otto refrigeration cycle as a function of the Carnot coeffi-
cient of performance C. The red (dashed) line shows the max-
imum cooling power case (Eq. 31), the green (dotted-dashed)
line shows the χ figure of merit case (Eq. 35), while the blue
(dotted) line shows the ecological function case (Eq. 39) when
maximised with ωc. The cooling power is in the unit βhωh/τ .
with the COP at maximum ecological function and cool-
ing power read
E(ωc)=
C (2C + 3)
3C + 4
, (38)
PEc (ωc)=
βhC(2C + 3)ω
2
h
4τ(C + 1)(C + 2)2
. (39)
We remark that the resulting COP for maximization with
respect to ωc, 
E(ωc) is slightly greater than 
E
ωh
.
Figure 4 shows the COP at maximum cooling power
(Eq. 30, red dashed line), the COP at maximum χ fig-
ure of merit (Eq. 34, green dotted dashed line) and COP
at ecological function maximization (Eq. 38, blue dotted
line). We observe that the COP all concides for large
temperature difference (small C). The COP at maxi-
mum ecological function and the χ figure of merit are
greater than the Yan-Chen COP, Y C . Thus, the COP
are related as; mpC ≤ χC ≤ EC . In Fig. 5, we present the
corresponding maximum cooling power for the different
optimization. Their behaviour is inversely related to the
maximum COP illustrated in Fig. 4.
D. Fractional cooling power dump
Here, in analogy to the fractional power loss of heat en-
gine, we consider the dimensionless cooling power dump
during a complete refrigeration cycle. Let us define the
power dump due to the entropy generation in the hot
reservoir as
PRdump=Th∆S˙tot = Th
[
− Q˙h
Th
− Q˙c
Tc
]
, (40)
where the environment temperature is equal to the hot
temperature.
0 1 2 3 4
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FIG. 6. The fractional cooling power loss at different op-
timization as function of Carnot coefficient of performance.
The red (dashed) line shows the maximum cooling power case
(Eq. 44), the green (dotted-dashed) line shows the χ figure of
merit case (Eq. 45), while the blue (dotted) line shows the
ecological function case (Eq. 46). The large dashed black line
is a guide to the eyes on point zero.
Employing the definitions, Carnot COP C =Tc/(Th−
Tc)=βh/(βc − βh) and Otto COP =Qc/W , we get
PRdump = Q˙c
[
1

− 1
C
]
. (41)
Thus, the dimensionless cooling power of any Otto refrig-
erator becomes
RR = P
R
dump
P
=
[
1

− 1
C
]
. (42)
In the first order approximation of C , Eq. (42) can be
re-written as
RR = 1
2C
(C − max) . (43)
where max is the resulting COP for a given optimiza-
tion criterion. Thus, the cooling power loss associated
with the COP at maximum cooling power, χ figure of
merit and the ecological function when optimized with
ωc respectively are;
RR(mp) = 1 + C
2C + 2C
, (44)
PR(χ) = 3 + 2C −
√
9 + 8 C
22C
, (45)
RR(E) = 1 + C
4C + 32C
. (46)
Figure 6 present the dimensionless cooling power loss
as a function of Carnot COP for different optimization
protocol. It is clear that the power loss decreases as we
increase the C and the case of maximum ecological func-
tion gives lowest fractional power loss. In addition, the
7ecological function optimization with respect to ωh yields
a dimensional cooling power loss RR(Eωh) = 1/(3 C)
that is higher than RR(E) but the same in high values
of C.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the quantum Otto cycle whose work-
ing medium is a two-level system, first when functioning
as a heat engine and later as a refrigerator. For one com-
plete cycle, the two-level system alternate between two
(hot and cold) thermal reservoirs by varying their angu-
lar frequency from ωc to ωh. For heat engine, we analyze
the optimal efficiency at maximum power as well as eco-
logical function and find that the optimal efficiency at
maximum ecological function is always greater than the
maximum power case. Then, optimizing with respect to
ωh yields more efficiency than the case of ωc for a partic-
ular optimization. In addition, we calculated the dimen-
sionless power loss to the cold environment due to change
in entropy per unit time and observe that while the opti-
mization with respect to ωc is constant, the optimization
with ωh depends on Carnot efficiency ηC . Moreover, the
amount of power loss to environment is minimal for the
case of ecological function than the maximum power.
On the other hand, we have studied the performance
of Otto refrigeration cycle for optimal cooling power, χ-
function figure of merit and ecological function. The eco-
logical function optimization gives highest COP while
the cooling power optimization leads to the lowest val-
ues. However, the amount of power dump into the hot
environment which decreases with the COP is more for
the maximum cooling power than the ecological function
scenario and always finite. Finally, we conclude that the
heat engine cycle remains more beneficial when it is opti-
mized with the ωh, while refrigeration cycle remains more
beneficial when it is optimized with the ωc.
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